
  
  

Denvir   Enterprises   x   LEED   
  

While   furniture   can’t   be   LEED   certified,   many   of   our   brands   can   contribute   
to   LEED   Standards.   

  

MR   Credit   2   -   Construction   Waste   Management    Divert   50-75%   construction,   

demolition,   and   packaging   debris   from   landfill   disposal.   Redirect   

recyclable   recovered   resources   back   to   the   manufacturing   process.   Redirect   

reusable   materials   to   appropriate   sites.   

● bläanks   —    bläanks’   recycled   cotton   is   made   out   of   50%   pre-consumer   
waste   cotton,   scraps   of   cotton   that   are   recovered   and   used   from   
apparel   factories.   The   other   50%   consists   of   post-consumer   waste   
polyester   (ex:   plastic   water   bottles).     

● BAUX   —     BAUX   recycles   or   reuses   at   least   80%   of   the   waste   from   
their   production   processes.   BAUX   wood   wool   products   are   easily   
repairable   with   paint.   You   can   also   install   their   wood   wool   
products   with   magnets   or   screws,   allowing   them   to   be   reused   in   
different   spaces.   

● Fyrn   —  All   aluminum   scraps   from   the   production   of   Fyrn’s   brackets   
are   recycled.   Almost   all   packaging   is   recyclable   (~98%   by   volume).   

● RAD   —    any   steel   scraps   produced   at   RAD   are   recycled   and   the   
majority   of   their   packaging   is   recyclable   or   reusable.   The   steel   
that   RAD   uses   is   approximately   90%   made   from   recycled   steel.     

● Shift   —    any   aluminum   scraps   produced   at   Shift   are   recycled   and   
between   70-90%   of   aluminum   used   is   made   from   recycled   aluminum.     

● Sun   at   Six   —  S6   re-uses   sawdust   in   their   factory.   They   design   
pieces   around   maximizing   wood   yield.   If   a   piece   uses   most   of   a   
long   board,   they   design   other   pieces   to   offset   and   use   the   rest   of   
the   board.   The   majority   of   S6’s   packaging   material   is   recyclable   
and   are   working   toward   100%   recyclable.     

MR   Credit   3   -   Resource   Reuse:   30%   Furniture   and   Furnishings    Reuse   building   
and   materials   in   order   to   reduce   demand   for   virgin   materials   and   reduce   
waste,   thereby   reducing   impacts   associated   with   the   extraction   and   
processing   of   virgin   resources.   

● BAUX   —    BAUX   wood   wool   products   are   easily   repairable   with   paint.   
You   can   also   install   their   wood   wool   products   with   magnets   or   
screws,   allowing   them   to   be   reused   in   different   spaces.   
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● Fyrn   —    Fyrn’s   furniture   is   designed   to   be   long-lasting   and   the   
materials   Fyrn   uses   are   chosen   for   their   durability.   Should   a   part   
break,   their   patented   stemn-bracket   system   allows   a   part   to   be   
replaced,   rather   than   the   entire   item   being   discarded   and   landing   
in   a   dumpster.   Due   to   Fyrn’s   parts   &   Pieces   methodology,   there   is   
potential   for   refurbishment   and   reuse   by   the   same   client.   Fyrn’s   
new   Exchange   program   supports   and   facilitates   the   resale   of   
retired   furniture.   

● RAD   —  Furniture   from   RAD   is   manufactured   using   durable   materials   
and   quality   fabrication   methods.   The   majority   of   RAD’s   furniture   
has   welded   joinery,   ensuring   a   long   lifespan.   RAD’s   products   can   
be   reused   on   many   projects   for   years   to   come   and   can   be   easily   
re-powdercoated   to   fit   into   a   new   environment.     

● Shift   —    Furniture   from   Shift   is   manufactured   using   durable   
materials   and   quality   fabrication   methods.   Shift’s   products   can   be   
easily   re-powdercoated   to   fit   into   a   new   environment.     

MR   Credit   4   -   Recycled   Content    Increase   demand   for   building   products   that   

incorporate   recycled   material,   reducing   impacts   resulting   from   extraction   

and   processing   of   virgin   materials.   

● BAUX   —    BAUX’s   newest   felt   sound   absorption   product   will   be   made   
out   of   recycled   material,   more   information   soon   (internal   
information   only).   

● bläanks   —    recycled   cotton   pillows   are   made   out   of   50%   pre-consumer   
waste   cotton   and   50%   post-consumer   waste   polyester.     

● Fyrn   —    All   aluminum   scraps   from   the   production   of   Fyrn’s   brackets   
are   recycled   as   well   as   any   left-over   steel.   Almost   all   packaging   
is   recyclable   (~98%   by   volume) .    Within   Fyrn,   the   Exchange   program   
makes   all   of   their   furniture   circular   and   eligible   for   reuse.     

● RAD   —    steel   is   a   recycled   and   endlessly   recyclable   material.   Most   
RAD   products   are   made   primarily,   if   not   exclusively,   of   recycled   
steel.   Approximately   90%   of   steel   is   made   out   of   recycled   content.     

● Shift   —    aluminum   is   a   recycled   and   endlessly   recyclable   material.   
Most   Shift   products   are   made   primarily,   if   not   exclusively,   of   
recycled   aluminum.   Approximately   70-90%   of   aluminum   is   made   out   of   
recycled   content.     

EQ   Credit   4.5   -   Low-Emitting   Materials,   Furniture,   and   Furnishings    Reduce   

the   use   of   furniture   assemblies   that   may   release   indoor   air   contaminants   

that   are   odorous   or   potentially   irritating   and   might   be   deleterious   to   

installer   and   occupant   health,   comfort,   and   well-being.   
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● BAUX   —  BAUX   products   are   certified   VOC   –   Indoor   Air   Comfort   (US)   
● Fyrn   —  The   finishes   we   apply   to   our   wood   (Precolor   and   oil)   are   

VOC   free   

● RAD   —  All   RAD   furniture   is   finished   with   a   low-VOC   powder   coat,   
and   any   woods   that   require   finishing   receive   a   low-VOC   
polyurethane   finish.   
○ Powder   coatings   produce   the   lowest   carbon   footprint,   as   

compared   to   other   industrial   coating   systems.   This   process   
saves   as   high   as   60%   in   CO2   emissions   compared   to   
solvent-borne   coatings,   which   typically   require   more   paint   to   
obtain   equivalent   coverage   and   more   energy   for   solvent   
evaporation   and   air   heating.   Powder   coating   also   lasts   longer   
than   solvent   applications,   thereby   reducing   future   CO2   
emissions.   In   addition,   powder   coating   does   not   off-gas   as   
solvents   do,   thereby   creating   a   safer   environment   for   both   the   
applicants   and   the   users.   

● Shift   —    All   Shift   furniture   is   finished   with   a   low-VOC   powder   
coat,   and   any   woods   that   require   finishing   receive   a   low-VOC   
polyurethane   finish.   

○ Powder   coatings   produce   the   lowest   carbon   footprint,   as   
compared   to   other   industrial   coating   systems.   This   process   
saves   as   high   as   60%   in   CO2   emissions   compared   to   
solvent-borne   coatings,   which   typically   require   more   paint   to   
obtain   equivalent   coverage   and   more   energy   for   solvent   
evaporation   and   air   heating.   Powder   coating   also   lasts   longer   
than   solvent   applications,   thereby   reducing   future   CO2   
emissions.   In   addition,   powder   coating   does   not   off-gas   as   
solvents   do,   thereby   creating   a   safer   environment   for   both   the   
applicants   and   the   users.   

● Sun   at   Six   —  The   finis h   S6   uses   is    low   VOC   (99.9%   VOC   free)     

  

MR   Credit   5   -   Regional   Materials    Increase   the   demand   for   building   

materials   and   products   that   are   extracted   and   manufactured   within   the   

region.   

● Fyrn   —    Fyrn’s   products   may   contribute   to   MR   Credit   5   if   a   project   
is   located   within   100   miles   of    Fyrn’s   production   in   San   Francisco,   
CA .     

● Gantri   —    Gantri’s   products   may   contribute   to   MR   Credit   5   if   a   
project   is   located   within   100   miles   of    Gantri’s   production   in   San   
Leandro,   CA.   
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● RAD   —    RAD   products   may   contribute   to   MR   Credit   5   if   a   project   is   
located   within   100   miles   of    RAD's   production   in   Los   Angeles,   CA.   

● Skiff   —    Skiff’s   custom   products   may   contribute   to   MR   Credit   5   if   a   
project   is   located   within   100   miles   of    Skiff’s   production   in   San   
Leandro,   CA.   

● Shift   —    Shift’s   products   can   contribute    to   MR   Credit   5   through   
partnering   with   local   fabricators   within   100   miles   of   the   project.   
Let   us   know   where   your   project   is   located   and    we   can   partner   with   
a   local   manufacturer   to   fabricate   Shift’s   products .     

MR   Credit   7   -   Certified   Wood    Encourage   environmentally   responsible   forest   

management.   

● BAUX   —    BAUX   sources   FSC   certified   lumber.     

● Fyrn   —     Fyrn   uses   North   American   hardwoods   sourced   through   an   FSC   
certified   vendor   for   frame   stock.   

○ For   transparency,   while   Fyrn   has   the   ability   to   source   FSC   
certified   wood   through   this   vendor,   they   do   not   exclusively   do   
so   as   they   have   been   advised   that   both   the   FSC   certified   wood   
and   non-FSC   certified   wood   is   being   sourced   through   the   same   
sustainably   managed   forests   and   harvested   in   the   same   manner,   
with   the   only   difference   being   the   additional   cost.   Read:   
labels   can   be   mis-leading.     

○ Extra!   Extra!    Fyrn’s   product   design   allows   for   substantially   
less   waste   in   the   production   process   than   traditional   
furniture   manufacturing.     

● RAD   —    RAD’s   Ash,   White   Oak   Europly,   and   Kebony   are   FSC-Certified.   
White   Oak   Europly   is   also   certified   by   the   Rainforest   Alliance,   
and   Kebony   is   PEFC-certified.   

● Shift   —    Shift’s   thermally   modified   timber   is   FSC   certified.     

● Sun   at   Six   —  The   lumber   S6   uses   is   all   sustainably   harvested,   the   
American   White   Ash   they   use   is   FSC   certified.     

Sun   at   Six   — Extra,   Extra!  The   factories   that   S6   family   owns   and   operates   
use   efficient   hydronic   heating   and   skylights   to   reduce   electricity.   They   
are   social   accountability   SA8000®   certified,   ISO9001   certified,   have   ISO   
14001   environmental   management   system   certification,   have   FSC   chain   of   
custody   certification,   certified   to   offer   products   with   FSC   100%   status   
(requires   all   the   hardwood   used   to   come   from   a   FSC-certified   forest).   
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